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Iphone xs max smart battery case specs

Update: An earlier version of this article noted the smaller mAh capacity of items. However, Wh on these items is actually higher than previous models because the voltage had doubled. The article has been corrected to reflect this. Apple's smart battery cases for the iPhone XS, XS Max, and iPhone XR went on sale last night, with Apple touting up to 75%
extra usage time. Apple did not announce battery capacity in apple store technology specifications. However, Wirecutter's Nick Guy has already got his hands on the iPhone XS, and read off the profile of the printed label. It turned out the iPhone XS Smart Battery Home case 1369 mAh internal battery, rated at 10.1Wh. This is little more than the 8.96Wh
battery found on the iPhone 7 smart battery case. The XS Max case features the same battery as the XS. Smart Battery Case Plus this is the first time Apple has made battery cases for plus-size phones. We don't have approval on the XR battery, but it's believed that all three have a built-in battery. In terms of real-world usage, Apple says users can expect
between 47 and 75 percent longer Internet browsing time depending on the device. In terms of percentage, this is a 75% increase for XS, 54% for XS Max and 47% for XR - according to Apple statistics. Obviously, we will be conducting our own experiment soon. The overall battery size of the iPhone XS is roughly in line with previous generations.
Accessories now include additional components to support Qi wireless charging, which is replaced as part of a larger redesign as to how the case looks. We will have a hand in with the new combination of battery cases as soon as they are delivered. The iPhone XS and iPhone offered XR cases in white or black, and cost $129 across the board. Both the
iPhone XS and XS MAX have a smart battery case capacity of 1369 mAh. The iPhone 7 was version 2365, the iPhone 6 1877. pic.twitter.com/MtJdFC98qQ – Nick Guy (@thenickguy) January 16, 2019 The question remains open whether the XS case would be suitable for the owner of the iPhone X. Items include speaker holes on the bottom edge that
obviously don't queue with the iPhone X, which had a symmetrical speaker grille. However, most people don't care about this discreping. The important thing is whether the iPhone X camera bumps will line up with the XS case camera hole, as these two generations of camera housing are a little different. This question has not yet been solved. Pictured above
via Nick Guy check out 9to5Mac on YouTube for more Apple news: FTC: We use the earn money to earn automated affiliate links. More. Check out 9to5Mac on YouTube for more Apple news: Customer reviews Top recent reviews get free delivery with Amazon Prime members enjoy free delivery and exclusive access to music, movies, TV shows, original
audio series, and sales books. Recently viewed items and recommendations highlighting the expansion of your maximum iPhone XS battery life while adding protection with apple's black iPhone XS maximum smart battery case. Made from soft touch silicone, this case helps protect your device from bumps and scratches, while the interior of the microfiber
retains the aluminum finish of your phone. The elastomer hinge allows you to easily install or remove it. This smart battery case is compatible with Qi-certified chargers. You can charge your iPhone and battery case simultaneously to increase talk time by up to 37 hours, use the internet for up to 20 hours, and even longer audio and video playback for up to
25 hours. With the Smart Battery case turned on, the smart battery status will be displayed on the iPhone lock screen and in the notification center, so you know exactly how much charging remains. This case can be delivered even faster with USB charger compatible power charging smart battery case also supports lightning accessories such as EarPods
with lightning connection or lightning digital AV adapterApple smart battery case SpecsMaterialElastic, Microfiber, SiliconePackaging InfoPackage Weight0.5 lbBox Dimensions (LxWxH)9.2 x 4.4 x 0.8 View View Yesterday apple surprised its customers by quietly launching new Smart Battery cases for iPhone XS, iPhone XS Max and iPhone XR, priced at
$179 CAD each. Also 'Cohan' is back. These new battery cases allow the latest iPhones to extend their battery life easily because the case has a built-in battery pack, like previous models from Apple. Nick Guy Wirecutter got his hands on the iPhone XS and iPhone XS Max smart battery cases and shared some information on Twitter about them, specifically
battery capacity. Image via @thenickguy The iPhone XS and XS Max cases each have the same battery capacity at 1369 mAh, which is 42% smaller than the iPhone 7 version, at 2365 mAh. Apple's iPhone 6 smart battery had a capacity of 1,877 mAh. Update: Taking into view the voltage, this battery is 1369 mAh with 8.7v battery equivalent of 2657 mAh at
3.8v. In other words, it's a more powerful battery case than before, in a physical 'smaller' size. Items have speaker/microphone openings at the bottom, while these newer ones lack a 'lower chin' than their predecessors. The iPhone XS case is the same height as the iPhone 6.7 item. The image via @thenickguy Guy also doesn't show repeat iPhone X
compatibility cases and he has a model on hand to test if it worked in these cases the iPhone XS/XS Max. Real-world testing of these new smart battery cases has not yet been released, but it has been cooked up for more information. Do you want to buy a smart battery case for your iPhone XS, iPhone XS Max or iPhone XR for $179? Update: Despite the
smaller mAh capacity of these new ones, there is an increase in voltage which means that these new batteries are actually higher Capacity. According to Reddit, the 1369 mAh XS/XS Max smart battery case at 8.7v is equivalent to a 2,657 mAh battery at 3.8v. The new battery is 1369 mAh in 10.1 hours, equal to a 13% increase in total capacity compared to
the iPhone 7 case. while today's reports suggested that Apple's new smart battery cases for the iPhone XS and iPhone XS Max have less battery capacity than previous versions for the iPhone 6 and iPhone 7 models, it turns out that the new ones actually have bigger capacities than the old ones when considering voltage. The new iPhone XS and iPhone
XS Max are rated at 1,369 milliseconds, which is lower than the case of the iPhone 6.6s at 1,877 mAh and the iPhone 7 is at 2,365 milliliter hours, but according to Rene Ritchie, there are actually two such cells in this case. As a result, new cases run at a higher voltage, which achieves a total of 10.1 watts of energy per hour compared to 7.13 watts per hour
for the iPhone 6.6s case and 8.98 watts per hour for the iPhone 7 case. Also, new battery cases have more/higher density batteries than previous generations. They use 2 cells now instead of 1. So, you are getting about 1.4 hours extra watts and almost 400 hours of other millicompined. But power efficiency is way more important than quantity these days.
pic.twitter.com/VfZCaVWPz8 — Rene Ritchie (@reneritchie) January 16, 2019 Some more context: while the mAh rating is lower, the Wh rating (10.1 Wh) is higher because it's operating at a higher voltage. 7.13 at 6, 8.98 in 7 (they don't list V). My @marksmirniotis goes into the difference between measuring : – Nick Guy (@thenickguy) January 16, 2019
paired with smart battery cases, Apple says the iPhone XS gets up to 33 hours of talk time, up to 21 hours of internet use, and up to 25 hours of video playback, while the iPhone XS gets a maximum of up to 37 hours of talk time, up to 20 hours of internet use, and up to 25 hours of video playback. Of course, real-world testing will prove more valuable than
the technology profile, so we'll see how the new ones really stack up in the coming days. Apple unveiled smart battery cases for the iPhone XS, iPhone XS Max, and iPhone XR yesterday. All three in the U.S. are priced at $129, with delivery and availability in the bar store to start this week. Apple says cases are not compatible with the iPhone X, but the
results have been different so far. Apple launched smart battery items designed for the iPhone 11, iPhone 11 Pro, and iPhone 11 Max in November to add extra battery life to Apple's newest iPhones. Smart battery cases for iPhones in 2019 join smart battery cases designed for iPhone XR, XS and XS 2018 in 2018, the first year Apple reintroded battery
cases for its devices. Price at $129 Vintage Smart battery cases come in either black or pink sand (limited to 11 pro and pro max) and are made of the same material as Apple's silicon cases. From our hands on the article: How does it work? The smart battery cases in the design are similar to a silicone case but with extra bumps on the back that the house
packs the battery. While connected to the iPhone, the smart battery case functions like an external battery pack, providing extra power to the iPhone. Lightning connections are made to the case attached to the lightning port on the iPhone, but lightning access remains available because of the additional lightning port in its case. When you have a smart battery
case on your iPhone, your iPhone will use all the charging about before expending your battery. What's the capacity? Each of the smart battery cases features two 1430mAh battery cells inside. Because there are two battery cells wired together, the cases run at a higher voltage that offers 10.9Wh of energy, they have higher capacity than previous battery
cases introduced for the iPhone XR and XS. How much extra battery life does it add? Apple does not list the specific amount of extra battery that each item adds, instead suggesting that items all deliver up to 50 percent longer battery life. If we add an additional 50 percent battery life to normal battery life for each of these devices, we can have an estimated
battery life time as follows: iPhone alone: iPhone 11 - up to 17 hours of video playback, up to 10 hours of streaming video playback, up to 65 hours of audio playback. iPhone 11 professional - up to 18 hours of video playback, up to 11 hours of streaming video playback, up to 65 hours of audio playback. iPhone 11 Pro Max - up to 20 hours of video playback,
up to 12 hours of streaming video playback, up to 80 hours of audio playback. iPhone with battery case (estimated): iPhone 11 – up to 25.5 hours video playback, up to 15 hours of streaming video playback, up to 97.5 hours audio playback. iPhone 11 Professional – Up to 26 hours of video playback, up to 16.5 hours of streaming video playback, up to 97.5
hours of audio playback. iPhone 11 Pro Max – Up to 30 hours of video playback, up to 18 hours of streaming video playback, up to 120 hours of audio playback. Battery case alone (estimated): iPhone 11 – up to 8.5 hours of video playback, up to 5 hours of streaming video playback, up to 32.5 hours of audio playback. iPhone 11 Professional – Up to 9 hours
of video playback, up to 5.5 hours of streaming video playback, up to 32.5 hours of audio playback. iPhone 11 Pro Max - up to 10 hours of video playback, up to 6 hours of streaming video playback, up to 40 hours of audio playback. These are, of course, estimates based on the battery life of the iPhone and Apple's 50 percent additional battery life list. The
actual battery life that you have from each smart battery case is going to vary based on what you're doing on your own The new Smart Battery Case camera button has a new feature this year that sets it apart from previous smart battery cases - a dedicated camera button. With the camera button located on the right side of the device under the side button,
you can press it to automatically open the camera app, regardless of whether the iPhone is locked or unlocked. It provides a handy physical alternative to using the camera button on the lock screen or the main camera app when the iPhone is open. Press and hold the app will open the camera, and then another press will record a photo. If you press and hold
while the camera app is open, you can record a QuickTake video. The camera button works with both the rear and front cameras, and is a slightly useful addition to reaching the camera quickly. How is the file charged? Apple made Qi wireless charging to make the battery case smart, so both the case and the iPhone can be charged using any Qi wireless
charging accessory. You can also charge the item via lightning, and if you are using a USB-COMPATIBLE CHARGER - PD (aka USB-C charger paired with USB-C to lightning cable) the charging case will be charged up even faster. For fast charging, you can use one of Apple's USB-C power adapters for the MacBook Air, MacBook Pro, or MacBook, but
third-party USB-C chargers also work over 18W. Your iPhone will always charge before the case if the battery is low, and when the iPhone battery is full, the case will be charged. You can also charge the case all on your own without your iPhone inside using any of these charging methods. Note: The smart battery case does not come with lightning cables
for charging purposes, so you need your supply. Can I use Lightning Harbor with the file? The Lightning Smart Battery Case port acts as a passthrough so you can use lightning-based accessories such as headphones and adapters with your phone while it's inside the case. How do I check the remaining battery life? When the smart battery case is connected
to the iPhone, the battery life of the case is displayed on the lock screen when you put it on a wireless charger, attach it to the iPhone for the first time, or connect the lightning cable. You can also check battery life at any time by swinging right on the home screen to open today's view of the notification center. There is a battery widget that lists the battery life
of the iPhone, case, and other connected devices such as the AirPods or the Apple Watch. Are 2019 cases working with iPhones in 2018? Yeah, with some cavates. This is designed for the iPhone 11 and iPhone 11 Pro models, and there are differences with camera outages. You can take the iPhone XR, XS, or Max XS into the new case and charge it, but
the new side camera button is non-functional. Where can I buy it? Battery case? Apple sells smart battery items for the iPhone 11, 11 Pro, and 11 Pro Max both online and in its retail stores. The files are priced at $129. The iPhone XS, Max XS, and Smart Battery XR are case replacement apps for iPhone owners who have a smart battery case designed for
the iPhone XS, Max XS, or XR, Apple has launched a smart battery replacement app case and offers free replacement items to customers who had issues with charging the case or getting the case properly charged on the iPhone. Iphone.
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